TLS International introduces the TLS LumiCloud, LumiLine and MediaPix at LEDucation 2019 in New York City.

Montreal, February 25, 2019 - TLS International, an award-winning LED backlighting manufacturer will be participating at the 2019 LEDucation at booth AH2801.

Featured at this year's TLS LEDucation conference are:

TLS LumiCloud - Our ready to mount luminous stretch ceiling panels simplify design possibilities by adding uniform lighting to any surface area.

TLS LumiLine - Uniform illumination and a virtually endless continuous diffuser are what the TLS LumiLine offers. Available for suspended, surface mounted, semi-or recessed applications.

TLS MediaPix - Offered as a low-resolution media system which allows for individual pixel control for both color and intensity, the TLS MediaPix low number of components makes for easy installation, maintenance, and creates a 98% see-through media wall.
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